
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TRANSFORMATION THEORY
OF DYNAMICS*

BY

DANIEL C. LEWIS, JR.f

The applications of transformation theory to dynamics are familiar through

the writings of Poincaré, Levi-Civita, Hadamard, Birkhoff and others. The

last named mathematician has given an extensive treatment of the so-called

conservative transformations which are of particular use in the study of dy-

namical systems of two degrees of freedom.$ Our present purpose is to initiate

a similar treatment for those transformations in spaces of higher dimensions

which are particularly important from the dynamical point of view and may

be regarded as appropriate generalizations of the conservative surface trans-

formations. These are the so-called Pfaffian transformations as defined in §1.

In this paper we restrict attention to properties which are essentially char-

acteristic of the Pfaffian transformations and not properties which the

Pfaffian transformations have in common with other transformations.! The

most important results of the present paper were discovered independently

by G. D. Birkhoff. || The proofs are published now for the first time.

1. Definition of a Pfaffian transformation and some elementary theo-

rems. Consider a region R of « dimensional space in which are defined

» analytic functions Xi(x), • • • , X„(x) of the w variables x1; • • ■ , xn. For

the sake of brevity we write

a,-,- = dXi/dXj — dXj/dxi, i, j = 1, 2, ■ • ■ , »,

and we assume that the skew symmetric determinant | at-,'| is of rank 2ft at

every point of R, where ft is a positive integer not greater than w/2.

Consider also an analytic transformation P, and let us denote by

xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn [or more briefly by (x)] the point into which the point (x) is

carried by P. It is assumed that T is defined when (x) is in R.

* Presented to the Society, April 19,1935 and September 8, 1939; received by the editors March

31, 1939.

t These results were obtained for the most part while the writer was a National Research Fellow.

X G. D. Birkhoff [lj. The numbers in brackets refer to the list of references at end of paper.

§ For a treatment of some of these latter properties cf. Lewis [1, 2].

|| Birkhoff [2, p. 144]. My own results were presented to the American Mathematical Society

April 19, 1935 (cf. Lewis [3]) several months before Professor Birkhoff's paper was off the press, but

more than a year after his results were obtained. I first learned of his results at the meeting after I

had presented my own.
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Definition. The transformation T is said to be Pfaffian with respect to the

linear differential form

n

(l.i) 2ZXi(x)dXi,
t-i

if 2~^"~i[Xi(x)dxi—Xi(x)dxi], thought of as a differential form in the n inde-

pendent variables xu • ■ ■ , x„, is an exact differential, at least whenever (x) as

well as (x) belong to R.

If two linear differential forms differ from each other by an exact differ-

ential, then a transformation which is Pfaffian with respect to one of them is

also Pfaffian with respect to the other. Linear differential forms differing from

each other by exact differentials shall therefore be said to be equivalent to each

other* It should be further noted that equivalent differential forms give rise

to identical matrices (a,,).

If

n * r n        àx • n
E [Xi(x)dXi - Xi(x)dXi] = E     2ZXj(x) — - Xi(x)    dxi
i-i t-i L ¡-i dxi J

is to be an exact differential, it is necessary and sufficient that

d    (   n dx■ } d    (   n dx■ )

— \ E Xj(x) —'- - Xi(x) \ =- — \ 2Z Xj(x) —'- - Xh(x) \,
dxh ( ,_i dxi )        dXi ( ,_! dxk )

i, h = 1, • • • , «.

Hence we obtain the result that a necessary and sufficient condition that T be

Pfaffian with respect to (1.1) is that

" d£j  dxi
(1.2) 2-i an(x)-= aik(x), i, h = 1, • • • , «.

i.i-i dxi dxh

Another necessary and sufficient condition that P be Pfaffian with re-

spect to (1.1) is that fY?i-iXidxi be a relatively invariant integral of P. That

is, if C is an arbitrary closed regular curve in R which is carried by P into a

curve C also in R, then the above line integral extended over C is equal to

the integral extended over C in the corresponding sense.f

That there exist infinitely many Pfaffian transformations corresponding to

an arbitrary linear differential form (1.1) may be shown in the following way:

* This is not the usual definition of equivalence for two differential forms. Cf. Weber [l, p. 128].

t There are in general numerous other integral invariants which can be written in compact form

in the notation of Grassman's "exterior calculus." Cf. Goursat [l, pp. 211-212, 229-235]. They are

derived from the relatively invariant line integral exactly as for differential equations.
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Consider a system of analytic differential equations of the type

dXi
(1.3) — = Fi(x), i-1, •••,«.

¿i

The right-hand members, for simplicity, may be assumed not to involve /

explicitly. Let Xi=fi(t, x) be the solution, which for t = 0 takes on the initial

values Xi = x<. These equations, for every fixed value of t, may be regarded as

defining a transformation from the point (x) to the point (x). It is known that

a necessary and sufficient condition that (1.3) admit /E"- îXidXi as a rela-

tively invariant line integral is that ^i.jaaFjdxi be an exact differential.* It

may be easily proved that the P's can always be chosen in an infinite number

of ways so that this condition is fulfilled. The rest of the proof is left to

the reader.

2. The partial reduction of the form (1.1). It is known from the theory

of linear differential forms that, if 2ft <«, we may introduce a change of vari-

ables, valid in the neighborhood of an assigned point, in such a way that the

form (1.1), or one equivalent to it, may be written as a form in a smaller

number of variables.! By repeated application of this result, we may without

loss of generality assume that (1.1) is a form in just 2ft variables, at least if

we restrict attention to the vicinity of an invariant point of P.

Let us now suppose that the variables Xi, ■ • ■ , x„ are such that the

differential form (1.1) involves only Xi, • • • , x2k. In other words Xa = 0,

(c* = 2ft + l, ■■•,«), and ¿LY¿/dx„=0, (i=l, •••,«; a = 2ft + l, •■•,«), and

hence a,a= — aai = 0. It follows that the transformation T (assumed to be non-

singular) may be written in the form

xi — xi(xh ■ ■ ■ , Xiic), I = 1, • • • , 2ft,
(2.1)

Xa = Xa(xi, ■ ■ ■ , X2k, Xik+i, ■ ■ ■ , xn), a = 2ft + 1, • • • , ».

In other words the first 2ft of the equations defining T are independent of

Xik+i, ■ ■ ■ , x„. The variables Xi, ■ • ■ , x2k are thus said to form a "separated

system."

To prove the italicized statement, we note from (1.2) that under the pres-

ent hypotheses

2fc 3% '  dx?

(2.2) !>*(«) —L—-- M«),       i, h = 1, 2, • • • ,2ft,
3ii_l OXi   dXh

2 k Qjß .    ßxt

(2.3) E au(x) — -= 0, a = 2ft + 1, • • • , ».
jJ=i dXi  dxa

♦Goursat [l,p.219].

t Weber [l, pp. 216-217],
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Here the 4¿2 scalar equations (2.2) may be thought of as a single matrix

equation, the matrix on the right being the 2¿-rowed skew symmetric matrix

(aih) whose rank by hypothesis is 2¿. Hence the determinant, the element in

whose ith row and Ith column is 2~L2j*ian(x)dxj/dXi, cannot be zero. It follows

from (2.3) that dxt/dxa = 0, (1=1, ■ ■ ■ , 2k).

If 2k = n, we shall say that the Pfaffian transformation is nondegenerate.

The significance of the theorem just proved is that, in studying the charac-

teristic properties of Pfaffian transformations, we may for the most part con-

fine attention to the nondegenerate case.

Apart from the fact that the form (1.1) has not yet been considered in its

canonical form, the result obtained above is closely analogous to a theorem

of Lie and Koenig on differential equations.*

3. Invariant manifolds. Let P be a nondegenerate Pfaffian transforma-

tion, represented by the equations ¿c¡ = x¿(íc), (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n = 2k). Let it be

assumed that P admits an »i-dimensional analytic invariant manifold M,

given by the equations x,=/,(mi, • • • , um). This means that there exists a

nonsingular transformation S in w-dimensional space of the type m¡ = m¡(m),

(/=»1, 2, ■ • • , m), such that

fi(û, ■ ■ ■ , üm) m Xi[f(uh ■ • ■ , um)], i = 1, • ■ • , 2¿,

the identity being with respect to «i, • • • , um. It is obvious that 5 is also a

Pfaffian transformation, with respect to the linear differential form

m      /2k df\ m

E ( E Xi[f(uh ■ ■ • , um)] —-J dui =. 2Z, Uidui,
i-i \ i-i •    dui/ l=i

at least, if this form in the m's is not an exact differential. Let

bij=(dUi/du,:) — (dUj/dUi). We find from an elementary calculation that

bjk=2~ll<iii(dfi/du,)(dfi/duk). In other words, if we let A represent the ma-

trix (an), B the matrix (bjk) and J the Jacobian matrix (dfi/du,), we have

B = J'AJ, where /' is the transpose of P The rank of J is m; otherwise our

manifold M would not be w-dimensional. It follows that the ranks of J'A

and ^4P are each equal to m. Letting the rank of the skew symmetric matrix B

be 2v, we find from Frobenius' theoremf on the ranks of matrices that

v^m — k. Thus, if m>k = n/2, the transformation 5 is sure to be Pfaffian.

In any case, when v>0, the parameters »i, • ■ • , um can be "separated" just

as the variables Xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xn were separated in (2.1). It is interesting to observe

that B, and hence also v, depends only on M and (1.1) and does not depend

* Whittaker [l,p. 275].

f MacDuffee [l, p. 11]. The theorem is stated for square matrices; but rectangular matrices can

always be made square (without change of rank) by adding rows or columns of zeros.
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upon the particular transformation P, so long as it is Pfaffian with respect to

(1.1) and leaves M invariant.

The foregoing results are closely analogous to some results obtained re-

cently by Wintner and van Kampen for differential equations.*

4. The characteristic multipliers. Let us now consider a nonsingular non-

degenerate Pfaffian transformation in the neighborhood of an invariant point,

which we take at the origin. In such a neighborhood P may be represented by

power series

ik

(4.1) x< = E cHxi + higher terms.
;-l

Denoting by C the matrix of the c's, we shall prove that the latent roots of C

occur in reciprocal pairs. That is, the 2k roots Xi, X2, • • • , \2k may be labelled

so that\2i-i\2i= 1, (i= 1, ■ ■ • , ft).

Let an be the constant term in the power series development of a¿, (x). Then

equating the constant terms in the identity (1.2), we obtain 2^u-iancncih = otih.

If we denote by A the matrix (a,¡), these equations may be written in the form

C'^4C = ^4, where C' is the transpose of C. It follows th&t A^C' A =C~1, where

now the inverses A'1 and C_1 exist, since both A and C are nonsingular by

hypothesis. Now corresponding to a latent root X of C, we have a root X-1 of

C_1 occurring with the same multiplicity. On the other hand the above matrix

equation shows that the latent roots of C_1 are the same as those of C' and

hence also the same as those of C. The theorem readily follows, provided that

we can prove that det C= +1. Otherwise, there would be, for example, the

possibility that C might admit two simple self-reciprocal roots +1 and — 1.

It is well known that a skew-symmetric determinant, typified by det A,

may be represented as follows:

2*ft!(det.4)1'2 = E'«ili2'"4'"i24«.1i2«.V4 " ' " «<»-,<**,

where eili2'" i2* is +1 or —1 according as the permutation (it, ■ ■ ■ , i2k) oí

the 2ft integers (1, 2, • • • , 2ft) is even or odd. The summation E is extended

over all permutations. But since A =C'AC, we have

2    k.(detA) = /_, 2-1  e"t2 "  aJlÍ2   '        '   aÍS*-lís*Cíl«lCÍS«2   "   '   '    CÍ2*«!fc

= (detC)E'«'"2---'"aJli2 • • • «*„_,/„ = (detC)2*ft!(detyl)1'2.
j

Here we use the fact that the only terms of the sum which do not cancel

* Wintner and van Kampen [l ].
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each other are the terms in which the /'s are mutually distinct. We also use

the elementary definition of the value of a determinant. Since det A^O, the

stated result that det C = +1 follows at once.

The main result of this section is analogous to a corresponding classical

result for differential equations, proved by Poincaré for the Hamiltonian case,

and by G. D. Birkhoff and A. Wintner for the more general Pfaffian case.*

5. The formal differential system of a Pfaffian transformation. It is

knownt that, if S is an arbitrary real nonsingular analytic transformation,

Pfaffian or not, which leaves the origin invariant, it is possible to find a posi-

tive integer N, such that the transformation SN, which we shall hereafter

call P, has the following properties:

I. T* (transforming the point x(0) into x(t)) may be represented in the

neighborhood of the origin (for integral t) by means of power series of the

form

,.  ..    Xi(t) = ¿ ya(t)xj(0) + E E     yi«i...*n(t)xï\0) ■ ■ • C(0)1

i = 1, • • • , «,

where the coefficients y„, yia, ■ ■ •«„, are entire functions of t, real when / is

real, such that the series (5.1) converges when t is an integer. They do not in

general converge for all /. The y's also are such that any polynomial in a finite

number of them, which vanishes for positive integral values of t, vanishes for

all values of t.

II. There exist real formal power series Y((x) in the variables xi, • ■ • , *»

which are such that the right-hand members of (5.1) satisfy (in a formal

sense) the formal differential equations

(5.2) —-=Yt(x), i -1, •••,»,
dt

and reduce to a;i(0), • ■ ■ , xn(0), when t = 0. It should be further noted that

the series Yi(x) do not have constant terms.

We now proceed to study the formal differential system (5.2) in the case

when S, and consequently P, is a Pfaffian transformation with respect to the

form (1.1). We define the formal series Ui(x) by means of the formulas

" »   /dXi      dXj\
(5.3) Ui(x) = 2Z aijYj =.  2Z (-) Yi,    i - 1, • • • , ».

,=i ,=i \ dXj dXi /

* Cf. Wintner [2].

f Lewis [l ]. The integer N may, in general, be taken as unity.
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We shall prove that there exists a formal power series Q(x), such that

(5.4) Ut(x) » — •
dXi

Applying the identity (1.2) to the transformation T', for the case when t

is an integer, we obtain

" dxi(t)    dxi(t)
(5.5) E  au[x(t)\ ——— -——— = a,-4x(0)J, j, h = I, ■ ■ ■ ,n.

i.i-i                 dx,(0)   dXhiO)

This identity stands for an infinite number of polynomial relations connect-

ing the y's which hold for integral values of /. Hence by property I, we easily

see that (5.5) must hold formally for all values of /. Hence, writing x, for

x,(0), differentiating (5.5) formally with respect to / and then setting / = 0,

while remembering that dx¡(0)/dxA= ôth and that dxi(t)/dt\ ,_0= Yi(x), we get

the formal identities

,     „ A  dalh » dYi        »       dYi
(5.6) E -Yr+2Zaih--+ 2>,i-= 0.

r-l      dXr ¿=1 dXj l=l dxh

From the definition of the a,-, first introduced in §1, we have a,,= — a,,- and

da,s       dan,-       daSh
+-+ — = 0.

dXh dx, dXj

With the help of these relations, (5.6) can readily be put into the form

^-\taiaY,]^~\±ahaY,].
axk L j=i J       dx,- L ,=i J

Hence referring back to (5.3), we see that we have established the identities

dUj/dxh = dUh/dx,; (j, ft=l, ••-,»), from which the existence of a formal

series Q satisfying (5.4) is obvious.

We now note that Q is invariant under T. For from (5.3) and (5.4) we find

that

n QQ n n

2ZYi—=  E YiUi m  E YianYj,
i«i       dXi        i=i i,i—i

which vanishes identically in as much as «<,•= — a,-;. But the formal relation

^2dQ/dXiYi = 0 is known to be necessary and sufficient that Q be invariant

under P.

It is clear from (5.4), (5.3), and (5.2) that*

* The system (5.7) is equivalent to (5.2) in the nondegenerate case 2k = n.
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» dx,       dQ
(5.7) 2^aa—- = — ' i - 1, • • • , ».

,=i a/       f3x¿

We now ask ourselves what becomes of (5.7) if we make a change of variables.

The answer is contained in the following theorem:

Theorem. Let the arbitrary nonsingular analytic transformation Xi = xt(y),

(i—1, ■ ■ ■ ,n), carry the differential form E"=i^<¿#i into^ï-iYidyi. For brev-

ity, let bij=(dYi/dy,) — (dYj/dyt). Then the formal differential equations (5.7)

are carried over into AjL,budvi/dt=dO^/dyi, (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , «), where Q* is the

formal series m y\, • ■ • , yn obtained by substituting in Q the power series ex-

pressions for the x's in terms of the y's.

In the sequel, when no confusion can occur, the asterisk will be omitted

without further comment.

Proof. We note the elementary relations

_^        dxh dxi
bij = 2-, ahi-•

h,i dy(  dyj

Hence

"        dyj       _        dxh  dxi   dy¡ dxi   dxh
/ . bij-  =   2~i ahl-=   2-1 ahl-'
j=i        dt dyi   dy¡   dt dt    dyi

and substituting from (5.7) this becomes

»    dQ dxh _ dQ

A=1 dxh dyi      dyi

This completes the proof when once the obvious formal interpretation of the

above symbols is supplied, f

6. Canonical form of a Pfaffian transformation. It is well knownf that it

is possible to choose coordinates, valid in the neighborhood of an assigned

point, say the origin, in such a way that (1.1), or a differential form equiva-

lent to it, may be written in the canonical form

k

(6.1) E Xtidxti-i-
t=i

Any transformation, Pfaffian with respect to (6.1), is said to be in canoni-

cal form. If it is nondegenerate (2k = n) and in canonical form, it is also called

f In case Q is convergent the invariance of the equations (5.7) is obvious from the fact that they

express the conditions for the vanishing of the first variation of f(^2Xidxi/dt+Q)dt. But for Q diver-

gent this simple proof needs a reinterpretation by no means obvious.

Í Weber [l, pp. 216-217].
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a contact transformation. Any change of variables, which takes (6.1) into an

equivalent form, will preserve the canonical form of a Pfaffian transformation

by its very definition. Such a change of variables is itself a Pfaffian transfor-

mation in canonical form and is, therefore, also a contact transformation,

if 2ft = ». On the other hand a change of variables which preserves the canoni-

cal form of a Pfaffian transformation need not be canonical nor even Pfaffian.

It may, for example, change (6.1) into a constant multiple of itself.*

In case of a contact transformation, the formal differential equations (5.2)

or (5.7) take the particularly simple Hamiltonian form

¿X2,_i dQ dx2i dQ
(6.2) -=-—,        --——, i=l, ■ • • , ft.

dt dx2i dt        dx2i-i

Any change of variables which preserves the canonical form of the transfor-

mation will naturally preserve the Hamiltonian form of (5.2); but it is only

when the transformation defining the change of variables is a contact trans-

formation that the Hamiltonian of the transformed equations is the original

Hamiltonian with the original variables replaced by their expressions in terms

of the new variables. For other transformations further recourse must be had

to the general theorem at the end of §5.

Let W be an arbitrary analytic function of x2i and ya-i, (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k).

Then the equations

dW dW
(6.3) y2i =-,        x2i_i =-, i = 1, ■ • • , ft,

dy2i-i dx2i

are well known to define a contact transformation, provided that it is possi-

ble to solve (6.3) for the v's in terms of the x's and for the x's in terms of

the y's. This is easily seen from the point of view of our present definition

from the fact that

h

dW = E (yadya-i + Xu-idxu)
i-l

is an exact differential; and hence also

/     k \ k

d\V — ¿Í E X2i-i*2i) =  E iytidya-i — xudxsi-i)
\ i-l / t=l

is an exact differential. The transformations of this type, which leave the

* There are also transformations which may preserve the canonical character of particular con-

tact transformations without having the general property. Thus any nonsingular transformation of

coordinates preserves the canonical character of the identity transformation.
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origin invariant, will play an important role in the sequel. Such transforma-

tions are known to form a group.

7. Normal form for the linear terms of a contact transformation in the

case of simple elementary divisors. Suppose that a real contact transfor-

mation P, having the origin as an invariant point, is given by power series

of the form (4.1). If the matrix (c¿,) has simple elementary divisors, it is known

that it is possible to introduce a new set of variables (xi, • ■ • , xn' ) depending

linearly on the original set (rci, • • • , xn) in such a way that T may be written

in the normal form

(7.1) x'j  = \jXj + higher terms, / = 1, • ■ • , 2¿ = «,

where Xi, • • • , \2k are the latent roots of (c„). In accordance with the results

of §4, the X's may be taken so that

(7.2) X2,-i = e"<,        \2i = e-"i, i=\,--,k.

Simultaneously the differential form (6.1) will be transformed into the

form

it
(7.3) E Kijxldxl,

i.i-l

and consequently P is no longer necessarily a contact transformation in the

new variables.

The variables (x1) are, moreover, in general no longer real; but they may

be chosen in such a way that a real point in the original (#)-space always

gives rise to a real value for */, if X, is real, but to conjugate imaginary values

for xi and xl, if Xr and X8 are conjugate imaginary. Variables of this type will

be said to have the property R.

We now ask ourselves two questions: (I) Is it possible to make a linear

change of variables in such a way that the linear terms of P are reduced

to the form (7.1) while (7.3) is equivalent to a (nonzero) constant multiple

of Ei-^¿¿#21-1? In other words, can we bring it about that P, when ex-

pressed in normalizing variables, is still a contact transformation? (II) Is it

possible to make the transformation satisfy the conditions of question (I) and

in addition be such that the new variables have the property P?

The answer to question (I) is yes. The answer to question (II) is, in gen-

eral, no, but is yes, if there are no conjugate imaginary X's of modulus unity,

or if all the X's occur in conjugate imaginary pairs of modulus unity. However,

even when the answer to (II) is in the negative, there always exist complex

numbers cti, • • • , a2k such that the 2¿ products aixi, ■ ■ ■ , a2kx'k will have
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the property R. To establish these statements the following discussion is

sketched. The details are left to the reader.*

Suppose that we are already in possession of variables (x') reducing T to

the normal form (7.1), transforming (6.1) to (7.3) and having the property R.

We shall also at first assume that the X's are distinct. We proceed to replace

(7.3) by the simplest equivalent differential form.

Since Kux'i.dx'i is an exact differential and since P,-,x/¿x/ +PJ,¿x/¿x/ is

equal to iKa — Ki¡)x'dxí plus the exact differential 2f¿,(x/¿x/ +x¡dxl) and

since, furthermore, in subtracting an exact differential from (7.3) we merely

replace the latter by an equivalent form, we may assume that

(7.4) Ka = 0,    whenever   / = i;        j, i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , 2k.

Now the transformation given by (7.1) is Pfaffian with respect to (7.3).

Hence, equating the constant terms in the identity corresponding to (1.2),

we get

iKhi — Kih)Ai\h = Khi — Ku, i, ft = 1, • • ■ , 2ft.

Hence Khi — Kih = 0 for all i and ft for which X<X*?í 1. If the X's are distinct,

it follows from (7.2) and (7.4) that all the Kih are zero except the Kn$i-i,

(i—\, ■ ■ • , ft). Thus we find that the differential form (7.3) is equivalent to

(7.5) ¿^MiXadXii-i, Mi = 2T2¿,2¿-i.
<-i

None of these Mi can vanish since we are dealing with a nondegenerate

Pfaffian transformation. We now consider the following two transformations

for changing the variables in P:

(7.6) x2i_i = xu-i,        x2i = MiXu,

(7.7) x'tti - M}l*(- iy-w*U-i,        xü - M/'*(- I)"1'**«,

i = 1, • • • , ft.

Neither of these transformations changes the form of the linear terms in

(7.1), while the linear differential form (7.5) appears as Ef-ixíí dx2"_, and

( —1)   2-tx2i   ax2t_i.

In case none of the X's is in absolute value equal to 1, the notation can

* The reader will find it instructive to consider the various cases arising for k = 4 with regard to

the four characteristic multipliers [Xi, X2, X3, X4]. If ¡>, <r, 0, d> are real, (p, <r^l ; 6, <¡>¿¿0, mod 2-w), the

four important cases are asfollows:I.[p)p-1,<r>ff-i],II.[p,p-1,e«-1>1/,,«-«-1>1'I],III.[¿*t-1>1/,,e_n*<-1)1/2)

eSC-i)'« e-«-«"2], IV. rpe«-",/,,p-1e-»(-«,,*,pe-«-1'1/2,p-1e«-«,/!!]. Case II is the one case in which

canonical variables cannot be taken having the property R. It may be mentioned in this connection

that the theorem in Birkhoff [3, p. 78, line 9] is incorrect as may be shown by simple examples.
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be chosen in such a way that both members of any pair of imaginary roots

will have indices with the same parity ; so that, for example, \2i could be con-

jugate to X2}- but not to X2,-i. If this convention is granted it can be shown

that Mi is real, if X¿ is real, but is conjugate to M¡, if X¿ is conjugate to X,,

and hence the variables (x") have the property R.

If all the X's are equal in absolute value to 1, then each \2i is conjugate

to its reciprocal X2<-i and to none other, since we are assuming the X's to be

distinct. It can then be shown that M, is pure imaginary. Let M, = Ni( — l)1'2.

Without loss of generality we assume ¿V¿>0. Otherwise we interchange X2,_i

and X2i, thus inducing the interchange x!¿[_x and x'2/'. In fact

x2idx2i-i = — x2i-idx2i + the exact differential d(x2ix2i_i).

With these changes made, if necessary, it is not difficult to show that the

variables (x'") have the property R.

The case of equal latent roots (but simple elementary divisors) may be

taken care of by a limiting process.

8. Normalization of Q in the formal differential equations. Let T = SN,

where 5 and N have the meanings explained at the beginning of §5. Suppose

also that P is a contact transformation and that a preliminary normalization

of the linear terms has been carried out as described in §7, so that P is

Pfaffian with respect to Eí-i^ifeí-i and is defined by convergent series of

the type

(8.1) x2i-i = e"¿x2.-_i + • • • , x2i = e-"ix2i + • ■ • ,

i = 1, 2, • • • , k = n/2,

where only the linear terms have been written. It is assumed also that there

is a positive integer P (>3)s uch that there exist no relations 0/ the form

2~2i=imiPi = 0, where the integers mi, ■ ■ ■ ,mk are not all zero and where each mi

is numerically less than P. Referring back to the formal Hamiltonian differ-

ential equations (6.2), let us write the formal series for — Q in the form

— Q=2~la-2Ha, where Ha is a homogeneous polynomial of the ath degree in

Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn. The formal series for T' have linear terms of the same form as those

displayed in (8.1) except that pt- is replaced by p,-/. It follows at once from

(6.2) that

k

H2 = ¿-i PiXii—iXa.
i=l

It is now our purpose to make changes in the variables with the help of con-

tact transformations to see if H3, Hi, ■ ■ ■ can also be reduced to an especially

simple form. Following Birkhoff's treatment of the analogous dynamical
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problem,* we shall apply contact transformations of the form (6.3) with

m

W =  E X2,)»2,-l + Wa, a = 3, 4, • • •   ,
iml

where Wa is a homogeneous polynomial in the x2¿ and y2¿-i of degree a. If we

solve explicitly for the x's in terms of the y's we clearly obtain up to terms of

the ath degree

dWl aw a
X2.-1 = >"2i-i H-r- ■ • • ,     xn = y2i-h • • • ,      i = 1, ■ • • , ft.

dy2i dy2i-i

Here WJ denotes the function obtained by replacing x2i by y2i in Wa. To

terms of the ath degree inclusive we find therefore that

* *   r   awa aw:~\    « _
— Q = EPiysi-iya + 2-,pi\ y«-yt<-i-  + E 22. + • • • ,

<=i «-1     L        dy2i dy2i-iJ       e=3

where Hs is the polynomial obtained by replacing the x's by the y's in 22,.

In order to simplify the terminology let us now change the y's into x's.

Thus, a contact transformation of this type leaves H2, H3, ■ ■ ■ , 27„_i un-

modified while Ha takes the form

*   r   dw:' dw:'-\
2_, Pi   x2i-x2¿_i -    + the original Ha.
i-l        L dX2i ÔX2t-lJ

Here WJ' represents the function obtained by replacing y2<_i by x2<_i in Wa.

Now any term in WJ' may be written cxi^x/2 • • • x/», the /3's being positive

integers whose sum is a. The corresponding term in the modified Ha has a

coefficient

T E Piiß« - ßu-i) J + h,

where ft is the coefficient corresponding to c in the original Ha. Now, if a <P,

then Eí=i(02í—ßa-i)P% cannot vanish according to the hypothesis italicized

above, unless ß2i-i = ß2i for each i, (i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , ft). Hence it is possible to

choose the coefficients c in Wá ' (or Wa) in such a way that all the terms in

the modified Ha disappear except those which contain x2¿_i and x2¿ both to the

same power for each i, at least if a<P.

Thus carrying out this process successively for a = 3, 4, • • • , we see that

after performing a finite number of contact transformations we may write

(8.2) -Q=F(u)+QP,

»Birkhoff [3, pp. 82-85].
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where P(m) is a polynomial in the k products x2i-ix2i = u,, (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , k), of

degree not greater than P/2, the linear terms being E*-iP'M<> and where QP

is a formal power series in aü, • • • , xn beginning with terms of degree not

lower than P.

The sequence of contact transformations necessary to effect this reduction

can, of course, be combined into a single analytic contact transformation. If

there are no commensurability relations connecting pi, • • • , pk, P may, of

course, be taken arbitrarily large. The process may then be continued indefi-

nitely and we see that there exists a. formal contact transformation which en-

ables us to write Q as a formal power series in the u's.

9. Normalized forms for P. The above normalization of Q yields immedi-

ately certain normalized forms for nondegenerate Pfaffian transformations.

Namely, retaining the hypotheses and notation of the preceding section, P

may be written in the form

x2i-i = x2i-i exp [dF/dUi] + Hk_i,
(9.1)

x2i = x2i exp [— dF/dUi] + "Z2i, i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k = m/2,

where the E's are power series in the x's beginning with terms of degree not

lower than P — 1. This is proved from the obvious fact that the formal differ-

ential equations determine the transformation P uniquely. Furthermore the

power series S¿ must converge since the transformation P was analytic to

begin with and only analytic changes of variable have been used. The re-

maining formal details of the proof are left to the reader.

The equations (9.1) are especially useful in case the characteristic expo-

nents pi, • • • , pk are pure imaginary. In this case, if we start out with vari-

ables having the property R in the sense of §7, the variables subsequently

introduced will also have this property. The proof of this fact is left to the

reader. Transformations of this type have been considered by Birkhoff and

Lewis.* In particular it is known that there exist infinitely many periodic

point groups in the neighborhood of the origin, at least, if the Hessian deter-

minant |d2F/dM<dM,-| evaluated at the origin is distinct from zero. It may

be noted here that this result does not depend on complete incommensura-

bility of the characteristic exponents, as assumed in the above mentioned

work. It is merely necessary that P be not less than a certain fixed number

which may be taken at least as small as 16¿ + 10.t

* Birkhoff [4]; Lewis [4, 5]. The transformation referred to appears in different notation at the

top of page 119 of the first of these papers.

fin Birkhoff [4], it is merely assumed that m^8»+4. The "n" of that paper is our k and

V-P/2-1.
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